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Main Recommendations

Fast-track Broadband Infrastructure
InternetNZ strongly supports National’s vision of a 
broadband-enabled New Zealand and its policy to 
roll out fi bre to the premises infrastructure as quickly 
as possible. There will be signifi cant economic, social 
and environmental benefi ts and we endorse National’s 
outlined fi ve principles for the new infrastructure.

Research commissioned by InternetNZ indicates working 
with electricity lines utilities holds the greatest promise 
for affordable roll out. 

We recommend that the option of working 
with electricity lines utilities be thoroughly 
explored.

Considerable work at grass-roots level has gone into 
community and regional applications to the previous 
administration’s Broadband Investment Fund (BIF).

We recommend the Government rework 
the BIF to align with National policy.

Reform Copyright 
The digital age demands new ways of dealing with 
intellectual property. Piecemeal reforms of the 
Copyright Act have not been adequate. InternetNZ 
supports copyright holders in ensuring a return on 
their intellectual property, but this cannot be at the 
expense of fair use, and should not compromise 
the open and accessible nature of the Internet.

The Government should initiate a First 
Principles Review of the Copyright Act.

Urgent action is needed on Section 92A of the Copyright 
Act. In February this will force Internet providers into an 
unprotected regulatory role, cutting off customers on 
behalf of rights holders, and is counter to the critical 
role of the Internet in business and family life. 

Section 92A should be postponed, seeking 
a workable replacement involving industry 
and public input.

Tackle Convergence 
Internet, broadcasting, and telecommunications 
networks are coming closer together or converging. 
New Zealand needs regulatory frameworks that promote 
this convergence and the huge gains that can arise. 

Government should ensure united policy 
advice in these areas and consolidate 
regulatory responsibilities.

Reinforce Global Leadership
New Zealand is a leader in the global Internet community 
with signifi cant responsibilities on the world stage, and 
is a voice for openness and transparency in contrast to 
some developing countries, which regard the freedom 
the Internet provides as a threat.

The New Zealand Government, in concert with 
InternetNZ, should continue to make its voice 
heard, attending critical international forums.

Drive the Highest 
Technical Standards
New Zealand’s small size, can-do attitude and close-knit 
technical community mean we can develop the highest 
technical standards and capability in the world for our 
Internet infrastructure. 

The Government should show leadership by 
working in partnership with organisations like 
InternetNZ, and through its own agencies such 
as REANNZ (Research and Education Advanced 
Network New Zealand).
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Introduction

The Internet

This all-pervasive network of networks is now available almost anywhere, 

anytime. From our working lives, to social and recreational time, family 

connections and entertainment options, the Internet has become ubiquitous 

and essential infrastructure. For speed and price New Zealand rates poorly 

within the developed world, but new policies have seen some catch up. 

Now is the time for New Zealand to assert international leadership in 

Internet usage. InternetNZ stands ready to work with the Government 

to drive the best possible policies to turn this vision into reality.

Key contacts for 

further information

Policy and advocacy and 

international representation:

Keith Davidson

Executive Director

021 377 587

exe.dir@internetnz.net.nz

Domain Name issues 

and policy:

Debbie Monahan 
Domain Name Commissioner 
04 472 1600
dnc@dnc.org.nz

Governance and 

overarching Strategy:

Peter Macaulay
President
021 488 485
president@internetnz.net.nz
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Operates .nz registry Creates and enforces 

.nz policy

Authorises Registrars

Public Policy, Advocacy 

and International 

Representation

InternetNZ Business Units

INZ Council

NZRS DNC Executive 
Board

We provide independent, leading expertise to 

government, industry and community stakeholders 

on a range of Internet policy and technical 

issues. We maintain close links with the best in 

the business around the world, and apply that 

knowledge to the benefi t of New Zealand. 

We also support public good initiatives including 

cyberlaw research, internet safety, and technical 

empowerment both locally and globally.

We favour self regulation but where appropriate 

we advocate stronger regulatory intervention 

should issues of market power threaten the 

openness and accessibility of the Internet. 

For example, InternetNZ was the primary 

advocate for government legislation to combat 

spam, culminating in the passing into law 

the Unsolicited Electronic Messages Act 2007.

InternetNZ is also delegated manager of the 

.nz country code top level domain (ccTLD) 

and represents New Zealand at a global level 

through that role.

InternetNZ is a non-profi t open membership 

incorporated society, overseen by a Council elected 

from its members. Policy and advocacy is overseen 

by an Executive Board. There are two subsidiaries, 

Domain Name Commission (DNC), which develops 

and enforces policies for the .nz domain name, 

and .nz Registry Services (NZRS), which maintains 

and publishes the register of .nz domain names, 

and operates the Domain Name System for .nz.

Peter Macaulay, President.

What is InternetNZ?

InternetNZ (Internet New Zealand Inc) is New Zealand’s leading Internet advocacy organisation. 

Our vision is of the Internet, open and uncaptureable, driving New Zealand’s social, economic and 

environmental development. Our mission is to protect and promote the Internet for New Zealand.
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InternetNZ’s vision for New Zealand is one where access to the Internet is ubiquitous and 

affordable, through whatever technology meets peoples’ needs – at home, at work, 

or on the move – delivered through mobile, satellite, wireless and fi xed access networks.  

The fi bre-optic network infrastructure at the heart of National’s policy for broadband is a vital investment 

in New Zealand’s economic future, leading to:

• the development of new economic opportunities and greater enterprise productivity; 

• the opportunity to reduce travel and thereby carbon emissions; 

• the opportunity for new methods of social interaction; 

• the effective delivery of health, security and education services online.

The fast and affordable delivery of this infrastructure is critical to New Zealand’s economic future.

Broadband infrastructure

Infrastructure rollout

Prime Minister John Key has set out the principles 

that will guide National’s Broadband Policy - no undue 

advantage to existing providers, open access architecture, 

avoidance of duplication, accessible to all, and a 

future focus on public private partnerships. InternetNZ 

supports these principles.  In translating these principles 

into a policy package, InternetNZ has commissioned 

independent research from a recognised consulting fi rm 

that argues strongly that energy lines companies show 

great promise as vehicles for a cost-effective rollout of 

fi bre optic infrastructure.

InternetNZ recommends that offi cials be 
requested to assess the contribution InternetNZ’s 
report might make to the Government’s policy 
objectives. We will arrange for the consultants 
to be available to offi cials for further 
discussions.

National’s policy commitments included doubling 

the size of the Broadband Challenge fund, to deliver 

infrastructure to areas not covered by the initial 

programme to roll out fi bre to 75% of homes. They also 

included providing up to $150 million to upgrade school 

computers and networks for high speed broadband.

The previous Government’s Broadband Investment 

Fund was a development and improvement of the old 

Broadband Challenge concept, which should be retained 

in some form by the current Government to bring about 

the best possible outcomes with the least possible 

administrative delay and to utilise the considerable 

effort that regions have already undertaken during 

the BIF EOI stage.

InternetNZ recommends that the Broadband 
Investment Fund be continued and adjusted 
to refl ect the Government’s policy objectives 
and targets.
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Regulatory framework

New Zealand’s legal and regulatory framework 

for telecommunications and the Internet has 

developed a great deal in the past decade. The 2006 

Telecommunications Amendment Act is at the heart 

of a careful balance between the need for competition 

to drive higher quality and lower prices, and the need 

for investment in infrastructure by the private sector. 

The role of the Telecommunications Commissioner 

and the Commerce Commission has been signifi cantly 

improved, with new powers allowing the regulator to 

be proactive and forward focused, instead of reacting 

slowly to competition problems as used to be the 

case. In addition, large areas of self-regulation are 

maintained and developed by the industry, regulator 

and government working together through the 

Telecommunications Carriers’ Forum.

InternetNZ is broadly supportive of the 
current regulatory framework, (subject to 
the comments in the section on Convergence 
below) and encourages the Government to 
maintain and improve it over time. 

Next Generation Networks

Next Generation Networks (NGN) are networks that 

exclusively use Internet Protocol for the transmission 

of data. Many traditional copper based services 

such as PSTN telephony are migrating to NGNs. 

InternetNZ regards the Commerce Commission’s NGN 

review as extremely important. It will be the focus of 

regulatory debate in the next few years. At stake are 

the considerable benefi ts of future fi bre-speed access 

networks and the risk that the gains from unbundling 

the local loop and operational separation of Telecom may 

be eclipsed through the creation of further monopoly, 

or other market failure.

IP Interconnection (how data fl ows from one network to 

another) is being considered as part of the NGN review. 

In its various forms, interconnection is one of the most 

disputed and regulated areas in telecommunications, 

due to the way dominant market power has been 

misused. Government needs to monitor this area.

InternetNZ welcomes the broad consultation 
and engagement that the Commerce 
Commission is undertaking, and will continue 
to participate in it.
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Reform Copyright

Copyright enables economic benefi t for creative work but issues have arisen because exact 

copies of digital media can be readily and inexpensively made. This challenges traditional 

business models, particularly in the entertainment industries.

Review of Copyright Legislation

There has been a patchwork update of Copyright 

legislation over the past fi ve years that culminated 

in the passing of the Copyright (New Technologies) 

Amendment Act in early 2008. That Act enables format 

shifting (allowing music to be put onto digital music 

players such as the iPod), but allows publishers to opt 

out, and does not include video format shifting.

Internet Service Providers were made exempt from 

liability in relation to their technical functions such as 

copies made in transiting information. However, contrary 

to this recognition of their carrier status, ISPs are also 

required to act as private police (Section 92C) enforcing 

takedown of alleged infringing material. The notifi cation 

system can be triggered not just by legitimate rights 

holders but anyone with a grudge to bear.

This regime is open to abuse as, unlike international 

examples, it provides no counter notice facility for users 

and provides insuffi cient protection for ISPs if customers 

argue the case. InternetNZ and others propose a Notice 

and Notice regime proven successful in Japan and 

Canada that ensures disputes over copyright are in their 

rightful place - between the claimed rights holder and 

the alleged infringer.

New Zealand has no “Copyright Users Association”. 

This gap in advocacy often means that the interests 

heard in copyright debates are those of content 

producers or rights holders that have large economic 

interests in preserving the status quo, sometimes at 

the expense of fair use and innovation.

InternetNZ recommends a First Principles 
Review of the Copyright Act.

Prevent Unreasonable Termination 
of Internet Access 

New Zealand has become a guinea pig for international 

rights holder lobby groups, with an attempt to introduce 

a policy which reverses the assumption of “innocent until 

proven guilty” for alleged copyright infringers, through 

a poorly conceived “repeat infringer” clause (Section 

92A) introduced after the Select Committee stage of 

the Bill. The danger is that mere allegations of copyright 

breaches will lead to cutting off citizens’ and businesses’ 

Internet access, with no appeal available and no judicial 

decision forming part of the process.

Section 92A also puts Internet Service Providers and 

other organisations providing Internet-based services 

in an invidious policing role with no protection. 

This attack on users has proved highly controversial. 

The telecommunications and ISP industries, through the 

Telecommunications Carrier’s Forum, are developing a 

Code that might lessen their particular risks. Under the 

Act any businesses and government agencies providing 

Internet services will be in the same diffi cult position.

The commencement of this legislation can easily be 

postponed by amending the Order in Council which 

will bring it into force commencing on 28 February 2009. 

The Government can use the delay to consider a more 

just and effective approach to dealing with copyright 

infringement that is workable and respects users’ and 

copyright holders’ legitimate interests.

InternetNZ recommends the Government 
postpone the introduction of Section 92A, 
seeking a workable replacement involving 
industry and  public input.
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The Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement 
(ACTA)

The proposed international Anti-Counterfeiting Trade 

Agreement between New Zealand and a limited number 

of other countries has potential benefi ts in terms of 

curbing commercial pirating. However it seeks to 

impose measures that may erode citizens’ fair-use rights 

in respect of digital copyrighted material, cut across 

principles enshrined in copyright and other legislation, 

and compromise New Zealand’s sovereign control of 

future copyright law changes.

For instance, ACTA may require draconian procedures 

in the Internet space, such as compromising the privacy 

of customers on the basis of alleged infringement and 

demanding remedies for circumvention of technological 

protection measures that lack exceptions for legitimate 

use. With the aforementioned need for further legislative 

review, and an evolving digital environment, negotiating 

positions on ACTA should take into consideration not 

just where domestic settings lie now, but may lie in 

future.

More signifi cantly, the Government should consult 

widely with sectors and interests that would be affected 

by any changes, before establishing negotiating positions 

or making any commitments. This is not being done 

today. Users’ interests in particular have been poorly 

represented in New Zealand government deliberations 

to date.

When negotiating international treaties 
New Zealand must take an ethical stance 
on intellectual property that balances the 
interests of rights holders with the interests 
of end-users.
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Convergence 

Convergence means the closer integration in content and function between 

broadcasting networks and telecommunications networks. People can use the 

Internet on cell phones or on their TVs; they can receive TV content through 

websites like tvnzondemand.co.nz, or make phone calls from their PCs using 

applications such as Skype.

Convergence offers huge opportunities for people to get the services they 

want through the networks and devices that suit their situation. To ensure that 

New Zealand keeps up with the pace, the country must integrate its policy and 

regulatory work.

Policy advice in convergence issues is split among too many agencies. Government 

should merge all policy advice relating to broadcasting, telecommunications 

and Internet issues into a single agency, or it should ensure better coordination 

between agencies to deliver coherent, effective policy advice.

Regulation is also clumsy. The Commerce Commission deals with network 

regulation issues in telecommunications. Broadcasting networks are separately 

regulated. Content on the telecommunications network and the Internet is largely 

un-regulated.  A multitude of content regulators deal with content on broadcast 

networks and print media.

A converged content regulator will apply standards to relevant media in a 

coherent and effective way, without the current fragmentation, as long as 

appropriate standards – sometimes including self regulation – are considered. 

A converged networks regulator will ensure that investment decisions are 

not distorted between telecommunications and broadcast networks due to 

unintentionally different network regulation regimes.

InternetNZ recommends that the Government implement a 
converged content regulator for content regulation and a converged 
networks regulator to deal with broadcasting, telecommunications 
and Internet network regulation. 
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International Leadership

The Internet is a public private partnership in action, 

delivering freedom to innovate and inspire around the 

world. Some developing country governments see this 

freedom as a threat, and are working in international 

forums to curtail it. 

New Zealand’s outstanding reputation in the global 

Internet community makes us a leading voice for 

unfettered Internet access. Internationally, InternetNZ 

advocates vigorously for individuals’ rights and for 

freedoms to innovate and develop new services and 

applications on the Internet.  

InternetNZ recommends the Government 
support InternetNZ in building on our country’s 
reputation as a staunch advocate for open 
and unfettered access to the Internet, through 
government and community representation 
and engagement in the international Internet 
community.  

The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names 
and Numbers

ICANN (the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names 

and Numbers) is the private sector, non-governmental 

organisation that co-ordinates the unique identifi ers 

at the core of the Internet – the Domain Name System 

(DNS), the operation of the Internet’s root servers, and 

the Internet Protocol address numbering  systems of IPv4 

and IPv6. By managing the names and numbers, ICANN 

coordinates the core activities that translate easy to read 

domain names (e.g. beehive.govt.nz) into numerical 

server addresses and locations.

New Zealand is well respected in the ICANN community. 

We hosted an ICANN meeting in Wellington in March 

2006. Ex-InternetNZ president Peter Dengate Thrush 

was appointed as ICANN Chair in late 2007.

An exchange of letters signed in 2007 means that 

InternetNZ offi cially recognises ICANN’s role in 

coordinating the root services of the Internet, and 

ICANN offi cially recognises InternetNZ’s role as the ccTLD 

(Country Code Top Level Domain) manager for .nz. 

The letters state the intentions of InternetNZ and ICANN 

to continue working together to maintain the Domain 

Name System (DNS) for the .nz address space, for the 

benefi t of the local and global Internet community.

Government involvement in ICANN is encouraged 

through the Governmental Advisory Committee (GAC). 

The role of the GAC is to provide public policy advice, 

particularly in respect to how ICANN activity might 

interact with national laws or international agreements. 

New Zealand is able to attend the regular meetings and 

InternetNZ Vice President and MED offi cial Frank March 

has previously held a position of Vice Chair of the GAC.

The Government should continue to promote 
the public/private partnership approach to 
Internet governance and participate actively 
in the ICANN process, specifi cally through the 
Government Advisory Committee to ICANN’s 
board (GAC).

Internet Governance Forum

The Internet Governance Forum is a multi-stakeholder 

initiative that supports the United Nations and the 

International Telecommunications Union in carrying 

out their mandate from the World Summit on the 

Information Society (WSIS) in 2005.

The question of the role of government in the 

governance of the Internet and domain name system 

was the key topic at that Summit. New Zealand is 

aligned with those countries that seek to maintain 

private sector leadership of the Internet’s development. 

An opposing bloc consists of China, Brazil, Saudi Arabia 

and others that seek to impose control and censorship 

of the fl ow of information across the Internet.
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The Forum is for the provision of information and 

sharing ideas about aspects of public policy that need to 

be considered by countries and NGOs in a global, rather 

than a national, context. IGF meetings are held regularly 

for discussion of public policy and Internet governance 

issues, fostering sustainability, robustness, security, social 

impact and outreach for the global Internet.

The IGF does not replace or diminish the roles of 

organisations like ICANN, which have more specifi c, 

technical functions over the unique global identifi ers 

and resolvers on the Internet. 

New Zealand should participate in the IGF 
through Government and civil society presence 
at IGF meetings. InternetNZ continues to lead 
civil society participation. 

The .NZ Domain Name System

New Zealand’s approach to managing its domain 

name system is regarded as world class and as a model 

for others to emulate. As such, it gives InternetNZ 

considerable infl uence in global domain name policy 

debates and has raised New Zealand’s profi le in 

international forums.

InternetNZ subsidiaries Domain Name Commission (DNC) 

and .nz Registry Services (NZRS) ensure the .nz domain 

name space is run effectively and fairly for all who use it.

The DNC maintains the framework of policies and 

procedures that regulate the operation of the .nz domain 

name register, and encourages a fair and competitive 

environment for registrars. The DNC also administers 

a Dispute Resolution Service (DRS) which provides an 

alternative to the courts when disputes arise over who 

should be the registrant of a .nz domain name.

NZRS operates the register of .nz domain names and 

the Domain Name Service (DNS) which delivers high 

availability and accuracy with low response times. 

Consultation is a critical part of formulating policy for 

.nz, most recently in respect to Internationalised Domains 

Names (IDNs). Domain names in the .nz space allow 

only the 26 basic English (Latin) alphabet characters 

a-z, numerals and the “-” hyphen. Some countries are 

seeking to implement (IDNs), which enable the use of 

virtually any internationally recognised characters. 

This allows for the registration of domain names in 

languages that use non-English characters, such as 

Te Reo Ma-ori. 

The Domain Name Commission is currently considering 

the implementation of Internationalised Domain Names 

into the .nz domain name space, which will enable use 

of the vowels of the Ma-ori alphabet - a-, e-, i-, o- and u-.
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Technical Standards and Safety

The Internet is a fundamental part of the infrastructure of our country and our communities. 

As a national resource it must operate reliably, effi ciently, and be protected from natural 

disasters and malicious activity. InternetNZ encourages the adoption of next generation 

networking technologies, standards and best practice that will enhance the security and 

stability of the Internet.

Internet Protocol version 6

The Internet has been based on Internet Protocol 

version 4 (IPv4) for addressing computers and devices. 

IPv4 allows for around 4 billion addresses and exhaustion 

of this address space is likely to occur within two years.

There is growing urgency for the Internet to migrate 

from IPv4 to the newer Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6), 

which offers around 340 trillion trillion trillion addresses. 

Without this shift, additional people and new devices 

will be unable to be provided addresses to connect to 

the Internet.

Governments are increasingly concerned with the 

sluggishness of conversion to IPv6, and the USA and 

Australian Governments are showing determination to 

migrate, particularly in the area of their Defence Forces. 

The Government must show leadership in and 
act as an active promoter of IPv6 by working in 
partnership with organisations like InternetNZ, 
and through its own agencies such as REANNZ 
(Research and Education Advanced Network 
New Zealand).

ENUM

ENUM (E.164 NUmber Mapping) is a communications 

protocol that translates telephone numbers on the 

public switched telephone network (PSTN) into a 

format that can be used by the Internet.

The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) has 

approved interim procedures so that national trials can 

take place and InternetNZ considers that undertaking 

a trial in New Zealand would be useful given the 

signifi cant opportunity to learn from and build on 

trials conducted elsewhere. 

In 2005, InternetNZ commissioned a report containing 

a wide range of recommendations and discussion 

questions in relation to implementing an ENUM trial 

in New Zealand. 

InternetNZ is a member of an ENUM working party 

convened by the Telecommunications Carriers Forum 

(TCF). In 2006, the working party prepared a report 

on the implications of ENUM for New Zealand 

telecommunication carriers and their customers. 

The TCF working party intends carrying out further 

work to develop high level ENUM policies and 

procedures before a New Zealand ENUM trial is 

undertaken.

The Government should monitor the progress 
of telecommunications carriers in their 
deployment of ENUM on the Internet. 
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Computer Emergency Response Team

The pervasiveness of the Internet in our personal and 

business lives exposes us to a host of security threats 

including computer viruses, worms, Trojans and other 

malicious software.  These can severely impact the utility 

of the Internet, and expose people to losses through 

losses of data, together with network and computer 

outages, fraud and identity theft.

Computer Emergency Response Teams (CERTs) aim to 

ameliorate these risks by acting as a national focal-point 

and point-of-contact for computer security incident 

reporting and response. 

New Zealand’s cyber-threat detection, reporting and 

response capabilities must be urgently improved. 

We are one of the few countries still lacking national 

CERT capability. The lack of a CERT means New Zealand 

is missing out on valuable exchange of cyber security 

information through cooperation with international 

agencies such as APCERT (Asia Pacifi c CERT).

The Government must continue with its 
plans to establish an NZCERT, particularly 
by providing funding to develop this vital part 
of the nation’s cyber safety infrastructure.

Cybersafety

Connection to the Internet exposes the public to 

inappropriate material, online predators, and net nasties 

such as computer viruses, worms, Trojans and other 

malicious software. 

Australia has spent $117 million on a centralised fi ltering 

system to protect its citizens with. Children are able to 

fi nd their way through these fi lters. It is important that 

New Zealand does not waste resources on misguided 

approaches to addressing cybersafety.

InternetNZ recommends that increased 
support be given to NetSafe and its subsidiary 
Hector’s World Ltd, both of which already 
receive Government and private funding 
(including from InternetNZ) for their world-
leading provision of educational and practical 
cybersafety programmes and help lines.
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Level 9 Exchange Place, 5-7 Willeston Street

PO Box 11-881. Wellington 6142. New Zealand

Freephone: 0800 101 151

Phone: +64 4 472 1600  Fax: +64 4 495 2115

http://www.internetnz.net.nz/
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